THE CHALLENGE

THE Results

Expanding while serving all clients

Discovered hidden candidates and new clients
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commisison.“Not only did ZoomInfo pay for itself,
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THE COMPANY
Goldstar Global identifies
talent for clients – and is
finding new customers — in
Asia, South America and
Europe. Companies ranging
from the Fortune 500 to

handle executive staffing
for information technology,
engineering, finance and
sales/marketing. The
company has experts who
go far beyond the usual
databases of resumes to
find “passive candidates”
who might get overlooked.

CUSTOMER

GoldStar Global
Produces New Clients
and Increases Business
Development Efforts
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The results

THE Solution
Apply ZoomInfo data to build new
relationships and simplify workflow

Produced new clients
Applying ZoomInfo data to various projects
Added new customers and

delivered strong return on investment — the kind

companies to existing

of payoff in sales, new relationships and simplified

business development
efforts
Delivered strong return on
investment

workflow that makes companies successful. The

Richard Andersen, Senior Managing Partner &

results gave the company the freedom to explore
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a unique venture: an initiative to help job seekers
re-entering the work world after military service,
extended maternity leave or other circumstances.
“This kind of outreach to the people who need
help wouldn’t be possible unless the company was
thriving,” Andersen said. “There’s a benefit to our
company reputation, and it’s a way for us to easily
find people — who might never become a client —
using ZoomInfo tools.”
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“In a world where customer care is
lacking, ZoomInfo excels. We did
thorough investigation and comparison
of technologies prior to agreeing to a
contract, we found them a good choice
at the beginning of our relationship and
even a better one since.”

